We implemented all-fiber delay line using linearly chirped fiber Bragg gratings (CFBG), which can be applicable for reflectometry or optical coherence tomography (OCT). Compared with the previously reported delay lines, the proposed fiber-based optical delay line has in principle novel advantages such as automatic dispersion cancellations without additional treatment and a gain in optical delay that is dependent on parameters of used CFBGs. Dispersion compensation in optical delay line (ODL), which is the indispensable problem in bulk optics based ODL, is demonstrated in fiber by using two identical but reversely ordered CFBGs. Amplified variable optical delay of around 2.5 mm can be obtained by applying small physical stretching of one of CFBGs in the proposed scheme. The operational principles of the all-fiber variable optical delay line, which are based on the distributed reflection characteristic of a CFBG employed, are described. Especially properties such as in-line automatic dispersion cancellation and amplified optical delay under strain are dealt. To demonstrate the properties of the proposed scheme, which is theoretical consequences under assumptions, an all-fiber optical delay line have been implemented using fiber optic components such as fiber couplers and fiber circulators. With the implanted ODL, the group delay and amplified optical delay length was measured with/without strain. The wavelength independent group delay measured within reflection bandwidth of the CFBG has proved the property of automatic dispersion cancellations in the proposed fiber delay line. Optical delay length of 2.5 mm was obtained when we apply small physical stretching to the CFBG by 100 µm and this is expressed by the amplification factor of 25. Amplification factor 25, which is less than theoretical value of 34 due to slipping of fiber in the fiber holder, shows that the proposed scheme can provide large optical delay with applying small physical stretching to the CFBG. We measure slide glass thickness to check the performance of the fiber delay line and the good agreement in measured and physical thickness of slide glass (∼1 mm thick) validates the potential of proposed delay line in the applications of optical reflectometry and OCT. We also discuss the problem and the solution to improve the performance.
Introduction
Optical delay line (ODL) has been widely used in various applications such as interferometers, auto-correlators, microwave arrayed antennas, and optical coherence tomography (OCT). ODL providing a periodic linear variation in optical path length (OPL) can perform a path length-resolved optical probing [1] using function of optical gate, where short coherence length of a broadband source is used for exploiting high resolution. By using this property in ODL, scanning interferometer can detect phenomena for an ultra- short time such as a temporal width of an ultra-short optical pulse [2] . As one of the image modalities, OCT, which is based on the principle of optical coherence domain reflectometry (OCDR) and enables a non-invasive high resolution crosssectional imaging of biomedical tissues [3] , has adapted very diverse schemes and techniques to obtain a efficient variable optical delay [1] , [4] - [6] . For practical application of OCT, a large optical delay for depth probing of sample and a high speed scanning for real time imaging are determinant factors. An optical delay of about 3 mm is required for sufficient depth probing of turbid samples. A fast scanner with high repetition rate of few hundred Hz is necessary for achieving in vivo imaging of sample. By using an ODL based on galvano scanner, both conditions can be satisfied properly to now [7] . Although most of the proposed methods for ODL have successfully implemented fulfilling requirements for an ODL, drawbacks due to bulk-optics based systems such as significant power loss, sophisticated alignment process and dispersion unbalance in ODL are still remained.
In this paper, we review the previously reported ODLs focused on their characteristics such as a delay length and a repetition rate. Prior to implementation of proposed fiber delay line, theoretical analysis for novel properties of the proposed delay line are carried. At first, the working principle based on the distributed reflection characteristics of chirped fiber Brag gratings (CFBG) is described. Theoretically derived characteristics such as automatic dispersion cancellations in fiber and an amplification factor under strain that is a gain parameter in optical delay length are demonstrated with experimental results. To validate potential as a delay line, we have implemented an all-fiber variable optical delay line based on two identical linearly chirped fiber Bragg gratings and presented the performance of variable optical delay line. Finally further works to improve the system performance are presented.
The Review of ODL
Variable ODLs for the application of OCT have been developed for obtaining a proper scanning depth and increasing a repetition rate, simultaneously. Among these techniques, a linear translation method is a very simple scheme, where a mirror is mounted on the linear translational stage or shaker and the collimated light is to be reflected by metal-coated mirror. An optical delay is given according to stage move-ment. This dependence on the stage is directly related to an obtainable large optical delay length. Achieved delay becomes around few tens of millimeters so a long-range depth probing is possible. However, low repetition rate of about few tens of Hz due to mechanical oscillation is not suitable for delay line for fast scanning in OCT.
To overcome the limitation of low repetition rate preserving the property of large depth probing, several methods have been proposed. As one of alternatives, angular scanning method [8] , where a glass cube is rotated around the fixed pivot at high revolution frequency of up to 384 Hz, has been presented. With high revolution spinning of the cube in one direction, high scanning speed of ∼20 m/s over a range of 3 mm was achieved. High repetition rate due to 4-fold symmetry of glass cube was also preformed. Since an optical delay in this method was determined by the size of the used cube, a heavy and large sized cube is needed to obtain large delay. Irregular incidence angle on the cube surface during revolution is linked to the drawbacks of nonlinearity in optical delay. In addition, a stable spinning of heavy cube during operation should be maintained.
Fourier-domain method or rapid scanning optical delay line (RSODL) [9] has been accepted as a good alternative up to now, which utilizes double pass configuration composed with conventional bulk optics such as a diffraction grating, a lens, a mirror and a vibrating mirror mounted on galvano scanner for adjusting variable delay. In RSODL, collimated beam is incident into a diffraction grating. The light diffracted on the surface of bulk grating propagates with different angles that are dependent on wavelength components of the light. The focusing lens placed in front of the diffraction grating puts the dispersive light on the vibrating mirror with different positions according to wavelengths. The vibrating mirror mounted on the galvano scanner imposes a linear phase ramp on the dispersive light reflecting the light back through the same path to the incident beam path. During the round trip of the double path, a variation of small tilt angle induces a longer delay length, which is proportional to focal length of lens and titling angle. As a result, adjustment of the tilt angle less than one degree with the scanning mirror can yield the large delay length of few mm. High scanning speed due to a resonant galvano scanner with the repetition rate of several kHz can be achieved at the same time. From these characteristics of RSODL, this technique has widely adapted in OCT system to support real-time imaging at video rate [9] . Despite the successful acceptance in OCT, disadvantages such as bulky system size, chromatic dispersion in ODL and significant power loss in coupling among the used optics are induced due to bulk-optic based system. Since RSODL is composed with several bulk optics, system complexity and alignment difficulty are also involved. Further, the obtained delay is not linearly proportional to a tilt angle, so a limited range in the delay is used in practice.
By using fiber-based ODL, troubles caused by bulk optic system can be avoided. Since ODL is realized in fiber using fiber optic components, a fiber delay line can be a good alternative having inherent properties of fiber-based system such as low power loss, alignment free, cost effective and compactness. At first, fiber-based delay line was implemented using a cylindrical piezoelectric transducer (PZT) drum and coiled fiber [10] , [11] . When a PZT drum is expanded across the fiber wound, a coiled fiber is elongated and induces an optical delay. Therefore optical delay in the method is proportional to the length of fiber wound and the degree of expansion of PZT drum. By using this technique, in vivo real-time imaging at 4 frames per second was achieved [10] . While the method provides a compact and simplified scheme as a practical ODL, birefringence due to stretching coiled fiber and thermal drift during PZT operation can make ghost image in OCT and distort information of inner structures severely. To solve problems with enhancing the advantage of a fiber delay line such as amplification characteristic in delay, it is desirable that a small section of fiber is to be stretched under straight along the fiber length as our proposed schemes.
The Principle of All-Fiber ODL

Properties of Chirped Fiber Bragg Gratings
In our proposed scheme, characteristics of linearly chirped fiber Bragg gratings (CFBG) is located on the core in the basic concept. CFBG is well-known fiber device that is used for in-fiber dispersion compensator [12] . UV irradiation on fiber can induce a refractive index increase in the core by 10 −4 -10 −3 due to a photosensitivity of the fiber. Using this index increase sensitive to UV irradiation, fiber devices based on fiber gratings have been developed widely.
As a well-known fiber device, fiber Bragg gratings (FBG) has a uniform refractive index variation along a core of fiber [13] . When light propagates through the fiber and meets regular index variation in the core, a specific wavelength of light, which is determined by the Bragg reflection condition or the phase matching condition, is to be reflected. From the reason, FBG is called by reflection-type gratings. The wavelength of λ B of light or the Bragg wavelength of the FBG is given by Eq. (1)
where n is the effective index of core mode of the fiber and Λ is the periodicity of fiber gratings. Instead of the uniform index variation, in our scheme, a linearly chirped index profile, which means a non-uniform index variation and their periodicity of gratings is increased or decreased linearly along the grating length [13] , is to be used. Fiber gratings with this chirped index variation is called by chirped fiber Bragg gratings. The periodicity of CFBG has a dependence on position in gratings and is characterized with chirping ratio β. If a CFBG has a linearly positive(negative) chirped index profile, β has positive(negative) sign and the period of index variation is increased(decreased) linearly along the fiber length. This situation can be summarized as Eq. (2). 
where Λ(z) is the position-dependent period of the gratings, Λ 0 is the minimum(maximum) period when chirping ratio β is a positive(negative) chirp and z is a position in the gratings. From the reason, for a CFBG, Bragg wavelengths of light to be reflected have the dependence on a reflection position as given by Eq. (3),
By using Eq. (3), we can understand the spectral characteristics of a CFBG. Since the Bragg wavelength of light is varied according to reflection position z, different resonance wavelengths of the light experience different optical path lengths as shown in Fig. 1 . After being reflected in the CFBG, polychromatic light becomes dispersive or experiences a distributed reflection. Because of having various Bragg wavelengths, wide reflection bandwidth as seen in Fig. 2 (a) is observed showing a high reflectivity that is dependent on index contrast of the gratings. That can be suitable for in-fiber reflector or mirror with wideband and high reflectivity. While the distributed reflection of a CFBG provides a wide reflection bandwidth, it also induces dispersion of a CFBG. If a CFBG has a linear chirping along the grating length, a linear group delay can be observed within the reflection bandwidth of the gratings. The spectral group delay behavior is determined by the chirp ratio of the used gratings. For example, if we have a positive chirp in the gratings as shown in Fig. 2(b) , a slope of a linear group delay becomes positive one, which means that shorter wavelengths of the light is to be reflected earlier than longer wavelength components. However, we use the identical CFBG reversed, the sign of chirp ratio is changed into negative and the slope also becomes that of negative. 
Automatic Dispersion Compensation in ODL
The dispersive propagation after reflection in a CFBG can be a key factor for obtaining in-line dispersion compensation [14] , [15] . That property is adapted to achieve dispersion cancellation in a CFBG-based ODL. The concept for automatic dispersion compensation in the proposed ODL can be realized by exploiting two identical CFBGs as shown in Fig. 3 . In a CFBG, a specific resonant wavelength of light is reflected when the position-dependent phase matching condition of Eq. (3) is met. A reflection position for the wavelength λ 1 is designated by z 1 and in the same but reversely ordered CFBG, a reflection position for the same wavelength component will be L − z 1 , where L is the length of the each CFBG. In each CFBG, an optical path for different wavelengths is not the same but after passing through two reversely ordered CFBGs, total optical path length is equal to the constant of 2nL, where n is the effective index as shown in Eq. (1).
This simple intuition for the dispersion compensation can be also explained using the group delay behavior of a CFBG. In this consideration, we deal with a linearly chirped CFBG. The slope sign of a group delay is determined according to the sign of chirp ratio β or changed by incident direction of light in the same CFBG. Since the identical CFBG shows the same behavior in the group delay, if we measure a group delay of the reversed CFBG, the sign of the linear group delay becomes the opposite without changing amplitude of the delay. Therefore two cascaded CFBGs with reversed order can induce the flat group delay and provide wavelength independent delay within reflection bandwidth of CFBG.
Amplification Factor under Strain
In the previous fiber-based ODL, an optical delay of few millimeters was obtained by expanding PZT coiled lengthy fiber. When we stretch conventional fiber, an OPD is just linearly proportional to a physical elongation of the fiber. Due to the factor, lengthy fiber is required for getting a large optical delay. In our methods, uniform strain is applied to the small fiber-gratings section to get a large optical delay. Difference between fiber stretching method and the proposed one is the existence of a gain factor or amplification in optical delay length, which makes the proposed all-fiber delay line more efficient one [16] .
If we stretch conventional fiber of length L by amount of a, the ratio of fiber length between before and after strain can be expressed by elongation ratio α with a definition of strain ε within elastic limit as given by Eq. (4),
An applied strain ε is generally defined as the ratio of difference in the fiber length due to stretching a and the fiber length before stretching L. Similarly, when a CFBG of length L is stretched by a, the periodicity of the CFBG will be changed proportional to the applied strain. Since we assume the fiber stretching within elastic limit, the amount of change in length will be distributed equally along the grating length. The expression for the modified grating pitch can be written by Eq. (5) using Eq. (2) Λ (z ) = αΛ 0 + βz .
Where the superscript of prime ( ) means under strain. Λ represents an altered period and z is a reflection position in elongated gratings. Figure 4 describes this situation schematically. In the modified period, Λ 0 in Eq. (2) is weighted by the factor of the elongation ratio α. In both Eqs. (2) and (5), the same chirp ratio β is used because it is not change in the same fiber under strain. While applied strain increases the length of the fiber, a core refractive index of fiber is reduced as given by Eq. (6) [17] . Under strain, the effective index of the core is decreased due to the elasto-optics coefficient p e that is 0.23 for 1550 nm wavelength,
Therefore the light reflected in the strained CFBG eventually suffers different phase matching conditions,
In the proposed schemes, the variation in both the reflection position and the effective index under strain results in an amplified optical delay as follows. For the specific Bragg wavelength λ B , the reflection position before strain is designated by z and the modified reflection position under strain is expressed by z for λ B .
Equating Eqs. (3) and (7) under the condition of Eq. (8), which means that the wavelength λ reflected at z is reflected at different position z , we can obtain the modified reflection position z by Eq. (9), which is expressed by parameters with no strain.
An OPD induced by stretching is expressed as
Considering allowable degree of elongation for typical optical fiber is about 3 × 10 −3 as to the fiber length with no strain, the term of O(ε 2 ) can be neglected and we can use the approximation of Eq. (11),
After the approximation, the OPD of Eq. (10) can be rearranged into a simpler one and presented with more comprehensive way as given by Eq. (12),
From Eq. (2), a chirp ratio β can be written as Eq. (13), which is expressed with the ratio of the maximum difference in grating pitches and the grating length,
Where Λ m is the maximum(minimum) period for positive(negative) chirp at the grating length L. Equation (13) can be also re-written as Eq. (14) using Eq. (1). This chirp ratio is given using measurable quantities.
where λ m and λ 0 are Bragg wavelengths according to the grating period of Λ m and Λ 0 . ∆λ is the difference of λ m and λ 0 . By inserting Eq. (14) into Eq. (12), the OPD is expressed with the reduced index n(1 − p e ) and the starting reflection wavelength of CFBG λ 0 , the reflection bandwidth of the CFBG ∆λ and the physical stretching length a. It can be also summarized as the product of actual physical stretching length a and a factor of γ as shown in Eq. (15)
Where γ is called by the amplification factor in optical delay and is defined by the expression of Eq. (16) [18] .
Amplification factor γ can be explained by a gain factor in optical delay due to the strained CFBG. The factor γ is usually larger than unit so achievable delay can be amplified. When we stretch a CFBG by a physically, an obtained OPD becomes amplified one by the times of γ. By using this property, we can achieve an enough optical delay in ODL with small stretching of tiny grating sections. The sign of the amplification factor shows the directionality of change in optical delay with respect to the optical path length with no strain. The sign of the OPD can be changed easily when we reverse two CFBGs used.
If we can adjust a physical displacement with linear shaker, an induced optical delay can also provide the linearly variable optical delay because amplification factor composed of parameters of a CFBG becomes constant when specification of the CFBG is already determined. Moreover, Eq. (16) shows most important nature of all-fiber delay line. Since an amplification factor in all-fiber optical delay line is strongly dependent on the fabrication conditions of fiber gratings, the available amplification factor can be adjusted with changing parameters of a CFBG. Also the amplification of delay is dependent only on the CFBG parameters not on external ones. It means that all-fiber optical delay line can be implemented using all-fiber devices without any bulk optic component. As a result, this proposed scheme can be free to the huddles to be resolved in the system based on bulk-optics and be a proper alternative of ODL in OCT.
Implementation of All-Fiber ODL
We have implemented all-fiber variable optical delay line with two identical 4-cm long CFBGs having a 50 nm spectral bandwidth at full width at half maximum (FHWM) centered at 1550 nm as shown in Fig. 5 . An amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) source (thorlabs, ASE FL7002), which has a 1560-nm central wavelength and a 25-nm spectral bandwidth at FWHM, was used to characterize the optical properties of the implemented ODL. In the experiment, emitted light from the source was divided equally into the sample arm and reference arm after passing 2 × 2 3-dB fiber coupler. Light reflected from a sample in the sample arm was combined with reflected one from an all-fiber delay line (dotted box), which is composed with two CFBGs and allfiber optic components such as fiber couplers and fiber circulators. At the same fiber coupler, the combined light made interference signal according to OPD between the sample arm and reference arm. In the reference arm, a variable optical delay amplified by a factor of γ due to a strained CFBG was induced. The interferogram acquired by a depth scanning of a sample was measured at the photo-detector where the optical signal is converted to that of electrical and it still contains information of inner structures of the sample that can be optical components for the case of OCDR or biomedical specimens for OCT. After electrical processing such as amplifying, band-pass filtering and demodulation in an electric circuit, information from the interferogram can be interpreted into reflection sites in the sample or visualized cross-sectional images by computer.
Performance of All-Fiber ODL
The proposed all-fiber delay line possesses novel advantages of automatic dispersion compensation and amplification factor in optical delay. At first, to demonstrate the property of dispersion compensation, group delay of each CFBG and reversely cascaded CFBGs is measured using dispersion analyzer (Advantest, Q7760). One (CFBG1) has positive chirping and other (CFBG2) is the identical but reversely ordered. The measured group delay showed linear curves having different slopes as shown in Fig. 6 , where curve A and C are the group delay for CFBG1 and CFBG2, respectively. However, after passing though CFBG1 and CFBG2 as shown in Figs. 3 and 5 , the recorded group delay gave a nearly flat curve along all the reflection band of gratings, which means that the light passing through all-fiber delay line composed with a pair of CFBGs has the wavelength independent group delay (Curve B). Therefore, dispersion of each CFBG can be automatically cancelled in the fiber ODL. These experimental results have demonstrated the novel property of automatic dispersion cancellation in all-fiber delay line. In the practical applications, a variable optical delay line is asked to perform a depth scanning within interesting range. To obtain large optical delay in the proposed ODL, as shown in Sect. 4, the fiber delay line utilizes strain-induced amplified optical delay with the aid of amplification factor. Therefore dispersion cancellation property of the delay line should be preserved despite applying strain. To confirm that feature of dispersion compensation is maintained under strain, we apply strain one of each CFBGs. In the experiment, the CFBG2 in the previous experiment was stretched by amount of 100 µm using manually adjustable translational stage fixing both ends of gratings with fiber chuck holders. The group delay of strained CFBG2 was measured and the result was shown in Fig. 7 . Curve A in Fig. 7 is for the case of no strain. By applying strain to CFBG2, the group delay curve was changed into curve B. Curve B can be seen as curve A shifted by ∼2 nm toward longer wavelengths without changing the linear slope, which was coincident with the assumption in Eq. (5) that β is not changed under strain. The difference in the group delay between curve A and B was plotted in the same graph and designated by curve C. It shows nearly flat line shifted upward within reflection bandwidth. These experimental results can be translated into the same result of curve B in Fig. 6 . Although strain is applied to one of CFBGs, the wavelength independence in the group delay is not changed and chromatic dispersion of each CFBG can be cancelled automatically. The curve C, which is the difference between curve A and B, was increased by 12 ps, which is calculated as a 3.6-mm in OPD. That delay can be addressed using a gain factor of 36 in optical delay if we stretch the gratings by 100 µm.
At this time, the property of strain-induced large optical delay was observed to confirm the amplification function in optical delay of the proposed delay line. The fiber delay line was used as a sample of in-fiber reflector while a conventional metal-coated mirror mounted on a translation stage in the conventional reference arm undergoes oscillations with 1 Hz repetition rate over 6-mm traveling length. Before stretching interferogram was measured and after applying 100-µm stretching in the gratings region, shifted interferogram was recorded with a function of a mirror displacement in the reference arm.
When the CFBG was strained by 100 µm, the position of interferogram was shifted by ∼2.5 mm as shown in Fig. 8 . Physically displacement was amplified by a factor of 25. The calculated amplification factor was 34 from Eq. (15) and parameters such as 1.45 for n, 0.23 for p e , 1525-nm for starting wavelength and 50-nm 3-dB spectral bandwidth. The experimentally achieved factor 25 was well matched with the calculated one 34. However, there is the deviation between calculated and measured one. The possible reason for that deviation is thought to be due to lesser strain felt by the grating caused by slipping of fibers in the fiber holders. The calculated factor 34 is more similar to the factor 36 that is induced from difference C in Fig. 7 . In the experiment to obtain the results in Fig. 7 , the applied strain is not changed during measurement. That means static strain was forced to gratings. The non-changing strain during experiment may give a lesser effect due to slipping. Since, in the experiment for Fig. 8 , the applied strain is changed dynamically (stretched and released repeatedly), significant slipping in fiber holders can be caused compared with statically strained case. The undesirable features of the interferogram such as broadening, asymmetry and wide side lobes were observed and consequently a poor resolution of interferogram (∼500 µm) was measured. The theoretical resolution given by source conditions such as a center wavelength and a bandwidth is about 25 µm in FWHM. The deterioration in the interferogram may be explained by an imperfect dispersion compensation of the gratings due to the non-identical nature of the CFBGs, which is also given as an the imperfect flatness of curve B in Fig. 6 . The group delay ripple of each CFBG can be also a possible candidate. Using well-matched identical CFBGs can reduce the broadening of interferogram due to dispersion mismatch and improve the resolution further by suppressing wide side lobes.
Incident light in the reference arm goes to first CFBG (CFBG1) via optical circulator and after being reflected from CFBG1, the light, which experiences distributed reflection in CFBG1, propagates into second CFBG (CFBG1) that is the reversed CFBG1 via other circulator. In CFBG2, dispersion compensation and amplification in optical delay is achieved under strain.
To realize variable delay line in the reference arm, CFBG2 to be stretched is located between two fiber-chuck holders. One is posted on the optical table for maintaining rigid position during experiment and the other is mounted on the motor-driven translational stage. When the stage is displaced from the position, where no strain is applied to the CFBG, the CFBG is stretched and then released, repeatedly. During the operation of the stage, maximum displacement of the stage is controlled up to 100 µm to provide the stretching of the grating section by the same amount. Since the displacement of the stage is varied gradually, applied strain to the grating is also provided linearly. Optical delay amplified by the amplification factor, which is measured to 25 in the previous experiment, is varied from 0 to 2.5 mm continuously. Therefore the proposed fiber delay line can provide variable linear optical delay in the reference arm if the position of the stage is placed linearly. With the assist of amplification factor, physical small stretching of short length of the fiber gratings can support large optical delay up to 2.5 mm in this experiment. If we utilize two identical CFBGs, perfectly dispersion cancelled interferogram can be obtained without any processing for dispersion compensation. At the same time, in the sample arm, incident light carries depth probing of sample according to the delay in the reference arm. After reflection in CFBG2, light goes back to the incident point and interfered with light reflected from a sample in the sample arm. Using this structure and mechanism of the fiber delay line, we measured the thickness of the slide glass.
By utilizing the proposed scheme as a variable delay line, a thickness of slide glass (t = 1 mm, n = 1.5 at 1550 µm) was measured with the scheme as shown in Fig. 5 . One of the CFBG was strained up to 100 µm but using a computer controlled motorized translation stage. Two interferogram as shown in Fig. 9 were provided by reflection from the front and the rear surfaces of the slide glass. The difference between two peak positions is translated into the Fig. 9 The OCT interferogram of a 1-mm thick slide glass obtained with the proposed delay line.
thickness of the sample. The lower horizontal axis is the actual displacement applied on the CFBG, which was adjusted with translation stage movement, and the upper horizontal axis is the amplified delay length obtained by the proposed scheme. The measured interferogram shows a rather distorted different shape compared with Fig. 8 , which can be given from mechanically unstable operation of the stage and fiber vibrations during repetitive stretching and releasing. However, the measured thickness of the sample is well matched with physical thickness of the slide glass. This result demonstrates that our proposed scheme can have high potential as a delay line in actual applications such as reflectometry and OCT.
Conclusions
We have described the principle and novel properties of the proposed fiber delay line, which is based on distributed reflection characteristic of a CFBG. All-fiber delay line was implemented using two CFBGs and fiber optic components. By using strained CFBG in our method, we seek to avoid the drawbacks in the previously reported fiber delay line as well as to utilize the inherent advantages of fiber delay line.
With the implemented fiber delay line we demonstrated the performance of dispersion compensation and the amplification in optical delay by using the amplification factor. The feature of wavelength independent group delay was observed even though we apply strain to the one of CFBGs, which means the realization of dispersion compensation under strain is compatible with achievement of amplified optical delay due to strained CFBG. The amplified optical delay under strain, which was induced from amplification factor 25, was measured and well matched with theoretically expectations of 34. However, the measured resolution was worse than theoretical one due to imperfect dispersion cancellation of non-identical pair of CFBG and a vibration of the gratings during stretching and releasing. By utilizing identical pair of CFBGs, an imperfect dispersion balancing can be adjusted properly and then enhanced high resolution in interferogram is expected. Well-designed fiber holder for fixing of gratings section tightly without slipping and a stable fiber stretcher with supportable high repetition rate can contribute improvement of amplification factor and prevent distortion in interferogram.
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